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Abstract

Colored solar cells (SCs) are highly useful for applications in esthetic building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs). However,
the theoretical designs mostly focus on the color quality with rarely addressing the optoelectronic responses.
Here, considering both color display and complete electrical evaluation, we report a color-controlled a-Si:H SC
in purely planar configuration, which simultaneously exhibits the desired high-purity color and sustains a relatively high
power conversion efficiency. The high-performance color display is realized by thin-film photonic designs with
incorporating distributed Bragg reflector and anti-reflection coating layers. Moreover, a comprehensive optoelectronic
simulation addressing both the electromagnetic and internal semiconductor physics has been realized, which shows
that the power conversion efficiencies of the designed red-green-blue (RGB) SCs can be 4.88%, 5.58%, and 6.54%,
respectively. The physical principles of optimizing the colorful SCs with the tunable hue, high saturation, and brightness
are explained, and we take the logo of “Soochow University” as an example to demonstrate the wide-angle pattern
display by the SCs. The study paves the way of realizing the colored SCs targeting esthetic BIPV applications.

Keywords: Colored solar cells, Esthetic building-integrated photovoltaics, RGB imaging applications,
Optoelectronic simulation

Background
In the wake of the global energy crisis and extensive
urbanization, significant efforts have been devoted into the
building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs). Particular atten-
tion has been paid for the next-generation (zero-energy)
buildings with the electricity consumption equivalent to the
generation [1–5]. Unfortunately, the conventional photovol-
taic devices show dull or black colors and hence the BIPV
based on such solar cells (SCs) cannot meet the requirement
of esthetic sense [6]. Recently, the color-controlled SCs with
the benefits of displaying various colors and vivid patterns
(besides their electricity-generation functionalities) are
attracting increasing interests due to their huge market
prospects [7, 8].
On the one hand, various photonic approaches can be

used to control the optical responses of the SCs to show
specific colors, including (1) employing a Fabry-Perot

(F-P) filter upon the SCs to control the color and purity
by tailoring the F-P resonance [9–11] and (2) incorpor-
ating a color-adjusting layer (CAL) above (or behind)
the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layer or re-
placing the TCO by CAL completely. For example, se-
lectively transparent and conducting photonic crystal
(STCPC) can be used as the rear contact to control the
transmission spectrum and the color through the BIPV
devices [12, 13]; the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)
can be integrated to display colors of the thin-film SCs
and organic photovoltaics [14, 15]. Despite most of those
literature focus on obtaining the color display and electri-
city output simultaneously, the color purity is lower and
the color space is insufficient for pattern displays. What is
more, these methods sacrifice too much energy conversion
efficiency of SC in order to achieve color display. Colorful
SCs with higher color purities are of high significance for
the development of BIPV technology.
On the other hand, theoretical literature focus prefer-

entially on the optical design of the SCs in order to dis-
play various colors [6, 8, 16]; however without strictly
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examining the intrinsic carrier behaviors inside the de-
vice. For the design of SCs, it is highly necessary to in-
vestigate how the special optical design modifies the
carrier generation, transport, and collection processes
within the semiconductor junctions, which play the key
roles in determining the operation and performance of
SCs [17–19]. However, a comprehensive device-level
simulation for highly nanostructured SCs is challenging
since the concerned devices show very complicated
multi-domain behaviors, e.g., with very rich optical res-
onances and carrier generation/recombination/collec-
tion responses which show strong dependences on the
space, wavelength, and many other ingredients [20–22].
Further, since the fabrications of such specific SCs are
always time-consuming and costly, a comprehensive
design of the colorful SCs by addressing the photonic
as well as internal carrier responses is highly beneficial
for the development of this kind of solar device.
In this article, we present a complete optoelectronic

study on the color-controlled a-Si:H SCs. Optically, to
realize the high-purity red-green-blue (RGB) display,
we introduce the DBR as the color-selective component
and the additional dual-layer antireflection coatings
(ARCs) as the color-optimization component. It shows
that the obtained color space from this study can be
comparable to that of the standard RGB (sRGB) system.
Electrically, the intrinsic generation, transport, recom-
bination, and collection of electrons and holes within
the designed RGB a-Si:H SCs are addressed so that a
complete list of the photoconversion performances of
the SC can be achieved. By evaluating the external-
quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra and current-voltage
(J-V) characteristics, we find that the power conversion
efficiencies of the SCs with high-purity red, green, and
blue colors are 4.88%, 5.58%, and 6.54%, respectively.
Finally, to demonstrate the possibility of RGB imaging,
the logo of “Soochow University” is designed and real-
ized by using the color-controlled a-Si:H SCs; the pat-
tern displayed is well sustained under a large range of
incident angle.

Methods
The optical response is calculated by solving Maxwell’s
equations via the rigorous coupled-wave analysis
(RCWA) and COMSOL Multiphysics. The reflection,
absorption by each layer, etc., can all be obtained. The
detailed electrical characteristics (e.g., carrier generation/
recombination/collection) are obtained by the electro-
magnetic and carrier transport calculation, as introduced
detailedly in our previous papers [17–22]. The optical
reflection spectrum could be transformed into related
parameters in CIE color system, then the resulting color
sample could be obtained through CIE chromaticity
coordinates. The calculation of this transform follows a

series of chromaticity standards developed by CIE. The
thickness of ZnS and ZnO are fixed based on the
thin-film optics law and the thickness of SC is fixed at
500 nm. The complex refractive coefficient of materials
is taken from the Palik [23]. A mesh size of 5 nm was
used in the simulated region, and perfectly matched
layers were employed at the boundary condition for the
optical simulation. For the electrical simulation, the
Poisson equation and the carrier transport equations are
obtained, in which the surface recombination and metal
contact are chosen as the boundary situations.

Results and Discussion
Shown in Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram of the pro-
posed color-controlled a-Si:H SC. From top to bot-
tom, it consists of ARC layers, DBR stack, buffer
layer, and the a-Si:H SC. Here, the thickness of the
a-Si:H active layer is 500 nm which contains 30 nm
(50 nm) n-type (p-type) doping zone. The material of
the rear (front) electrode for electron (hole) transport
is ZnO (ITO) with a thickness of 100 nm (20 nm).
The buffer layer is composed of 55 nm TiO2 to re-
duce the light reflection [24] and improve the color
purity. The DBR is composed of 6 ZnS/ZnO pairs
with the quarter-wavelength thickness for each layer.
In fact, the reflectivity and spectral width play very
important roles in determining the color quality. The
reflectivity (R) of DBR can be analytically predicated
by using the following equation [25]:

R ¼ n0 n2ð Þ2N−ns n1ð Þ2N
n0 n2ð Þ2N þ ns n1ð Þ2N

" #2

ð1Þ

where n0, n1, n2, and ns are the refractive indices of air,
the two DBR layers, and the substrate, respectively; N is
the number of DBR pairs. The reflectance bandwidth
(Δλ0) is [25]:

Δλ ¼ 4λ0
π

arcsin
n2−n1
n2 þ n1

� �
ð2Þ

where λ0 is the DBR central wavelength. It is noted that
increasing the difference of n1 and n2, R is getting higher
(i.e., the increased color brightness), but Δλ0 and color
saturation are decreased. In consequence, a relatively
small difference of n1 and n2 together with a relatively
large N is used to ensure a high saturation to present
the high color purity and brightness.
According to the thin-film optics, the DBR thicknesses

have to be carefully designed in order to display the
RGB colors localized differently in the visible band.
Here, excluding the SCs, we first examine the control-
lability of the DBR reflection spectrum for RGB display.
Figure 2a shows the reflection spectra of DBRs under
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RGB designs, with the corresponding structure and film
thicknesses given in Fig. 2b. It is found that the reflec-
tions are peaked at λ0 = 625, 520, and 445 nm, respec-
tively, which well match the RGB centers. Moreover, the
peaked reflections are strong enough (i.e., 74.82%, 72.1%,
and 76.31%) to ensure the displaying brightness. In fact,
for DBR, there exist some side waves out of the forbid-
den band. Such waves are detrimental for achieving the
high color purity [26]. Figure 2a verifies the existence of
such side waves.
Above RGB, DBRs are now integrated with the a-Si:H

SCs, i.e., RGB-DBR (top) + SC (bottom). The reflection
spectra of the combined SC systems targeting the RGB dis-
play are shown in Fig. 2c. It is first observed that the cen-
tral wavelengths with incorporating the SC have been
slightly red-shifted (from 625, 520, and 445 nm to 633, 528,
and 453 nm for R, G, and B cells, respectively); moreover,
the peak reflections are also increased to 87.66%, 82.52%,
and 79.44%, respectively. This is reasonable since the inclu-
sion of the SC beneath the DBR has changed the system
configuration and modified the resonant situation. Despite
so, the above effect is relatively weak without affecting the
displaying quality. However, there is indeed a key ingredi-
ent which strongly degrades the color purity, i.e., the much
intensive side waves arising from the increased reflectances
at the interfaces of the SC. Figure 2d depicts the

Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) 1931 chro-
maticity coordinates for these combined SC systems. For
pattern display applications, the larger the color space, the
more color elements it contains, and the better it displays
[27]. When the primary colors are closed to the tongue-
shaped boundary, the largest color space can be obtained.
However, Fig. 2d shows that the achieved RGB are rela-
tively far from the boundary; therefore, we need to further
decrease the reflection bandwidth as well as eliminate the
side waves.
To improve the RGB performance, we further introduce

the dual-layer ARCs (MgF2 and SnO2) together with a
buffer layer (TiO2). The ARCs are configured on top of
DBR and the buffer layer is sandwiched by DBR and a-Si:H
SC as shown in Fig. 1. Based on thin-film optics, the thick-
ness of the ARCs can be controlled by [28]:

n2t ¼ n2b �
n0
ns

and dt ¼ λ0
4nt

; db ¼ λ0
4nb

ð3Þ

where n0, nt, nb, and ns are the refractive indices of the
air, top layer, bottom layer, and substrate, respectively; dt
and db are the thicknesses of the top and bottom layers,
respectively. Plotted in Fig. 2e are the reflection spectra of
the designed color-controlled a-Si:H SCs with ARCs, DBR,
and buffer layer. It is distinct that (1) the peak wavelengths

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the proposed color-controlled a-Si:H SCs (left) and the detailed device configuration (right)
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are 625, 515, and 445 nm, close to those from the
stand-alone DBRs; (2) the resonant bandwidths are
strongly decreased for the cell with RGB colors; (3) the
side waves are dramatically suppressed, even compared
with the results of DBRs alone shown in Fig. 2a. As
expected, after introducing the ARCs and buffer layers,
the optical path differences have been changed, varying
the resonant situation. As a result, the central
wavelengths, reflection bandwidth, and the side waves
of system are improved. Therefore, the advanced pho-
tonic designs lead to the desired color with much-pro-
moted color quality as proved by the CIE 1931
chromaticity coordinates in Fig. 2f. Compared to the

sRGB, the color differences between the designed RGB
and sRGB are as follows: ΔER = 16.8 for red, ΔEG =
47.6 for green, and ΔEB = 41.7 for blue. Despite the
color differences show a slight change between the de-
signed RGB and sRGB from the observer perceives, the
color space for our design is comparable to that of the
sRGB. For example, the RGB color spaces are approxi-
mately equal to 52.7% (72%) of National Television
System Commission (NTSC) color spaces for the de-
signed and standard systems, respectively.
Up to now, we have successfully designed the a-Si:H

SCs with an advanced thin-film optical strategy. However,
for such a displaying function, the electrical response of

Fig. 2 Optical responses of DBRs and RGB a-Si:H SCs. a DBR reflection spectra targeting RGB display. b Structural and material parameters of the
designed DBR. Reflectivity spectra (c) and the CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (d) of the a-Si:H SCs with RGB DBRs atop. Reflectance spectra (e) and
the CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (f) of the designed color-controlled a-Si:H SCs. The standard sRGB color gamut is inserted in (f) for comparison
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the SCs will be affected inevitably. Therefore, it is of neces-
sity to examine the detailed optoelectronic response of the
color-controlled a-Si:H SCs. In the past years, we have per-
formed extensive studies on the device-level simulations of
semiconductor-based SCs, including optoelectronic simula-
tion with addressing the electromagnetic and carrier trans-
port responses [17, 18] as well as the advanced opto-
electrical-thermal simulation of SCs [19]. SCs based on (1)
various materials (e.g., Si, GaAs, and a-Si:H) and (2) various
nanostructures (e.g., single-nanowire, nanotextures, and
double-junctions) have been explored in order to find the
ways of controlling the intrinsic multiphysics behaviors in-
side the SCs and improving the photoconversion efficien-
cies [20–22]. Therefore, the optoelectronic response of the
specially designed a-Si:H SCs presented in this paper can
be readily obtained by performing the corresponding opto-
electronic simulation.
Figure 3a–c shows the absorption (A) and EQE spectra

of the RGB SCs under AM1.5 illumination. First, it is
shown that the absorption spectra show apparent dips at
specific wavelengths corresponding to the reflection
peaks for R, G, and B colors, respectively. This is be-
cause the color-displaying function requires the specific
light reflections at the visible band; thus, the optical ab-
sorption (A) and electrical response (EQE) of the SCs
will be affected inevitably, leading to a substantial differ-
ence in EQE and A for red, green, and blue SCs. Besides,
at the wavelength band of less than 380 nm, we can see
that the light is almost totally absorbed by the top ITO
layer; hence, the corresponding absorption and EQE are

close to zero. Despite so, the overall device absorption is
good enough to show the peaked A over 80%. Second,
since a-Si:H SC is considered in this study, the carrier
recombination effect exists almost in the whole valid
spectral band (because the active layer is very thin) so
that the EQE is always lower than A. The corresponding
current-voltage characteristics (J-V curves) are plotted in
Fig. 3d, where the inset shows the detailed short-circuit
current density (JSC), open-circuit voltage (VOC), fill fac-
tor (FF), and photoconversion efficiency (Eff ) for the
RGB cells. For comparison, a conventional a-Si:H SCs
with a 100 nm SiO2 anti-reflection layer is used and
shows an efficiency ~ 7.59%, which is similar to the re-
port by Anderson et al. [16, 29]. It is found that the RGB
design does not obviously affect the Voc and FF. It is ac-
knowledged that the VOC and FF of the SC are mainly
determined by the intrinsic properties of material (e.g.,
band-gap), doping concentration of the active layer, and
device configuration; hence, the RGB design affects the
absorption, rather than the VOC and FF. As expected,
the color SCs show the decreased efficiencies due to the
color-displaying purpose. More detailedly, the blue-col-
ored SC has the maximum efficiency of 6.54%, while the
green 5.58% and the red 4.88%. The red cell shows the
largest efficiency reduction since the reflected red light
has the strongest solar energy. This is a reasonable sacri-
fice for such a multi-functional SC.
It should be noted that, if we would like to further in-

crease the energy conversion efficiency, more complex
structure could be introduced. Optically, for instance,

Fig. 3 Absorption and EQE spectra of the color-controlled a-Si:H SCs with color of a red, b green, and c blue. d IV curves of the designed a-Si:H
SCs, where the original system without RGB design is included for reference. The inserted table shows the JSC, VOC, FF, and Eff
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(1) the light-trapping effect (e.g., the TCO with textured
surface) can be used; (2) the TCO surface can be covered
with TiO2-ZnO antireflection layers (e.g., improve the
quantum efficiency ~ 10% at 550 nm) [30]. Electrically,
(1) a triode plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) technique can be used to depress the light-in-
duced degradation effect [31]; (2) our optoelectronic
simulation can optimize the carrier transport dynamic
behaviors to further depress the carrier recombination
and enhance the electricity output [18]. Moreover, this
design principle is also applicable to other kinds of SCs
(e.g., Perovskite, crystalline Si, organic, and hybrid SCs)
[32]. Therefore, the energy conversion efficiency of the
designed colorful SC could be increased by various pho-
tonic or electrical means.
Next, we demonstrate the application of the a-Si:H SCs

in pattern display and esthetic architecture. Figure 4
shows the designed logo of Soochow University (left top),
the enlarged part of the logo (middle top), the detailed
structure information for RGB designs (right), and the
corresponding RGB values of seven colors in the logo
(middle bottom). (1) There are seven color elements in
the logo comprised from the primary RGB elements. (2)
The four circles are red, the vocabularies bottom of outer

ring are green, and the Chinese characters top of outer
ring are blue directly from the color-controlled SCs. (3)
The background exhibits a color of purple in gray, consis-
ting of equal RGB contributions. The RGB value in the
logo represents the three components of red, green, and
blue. For example, for red, the smaller the values of green
and blue, the larger the color saturation [33]. Therefore, the
saturation of red and blue colors is higher than that of
green, leading to the larger number of R and B than G
values in the mixing color and makes it to be purple [34].
(4) The RGB values are not large enough compared to the
maximum value of 255, leading to a low brightness and
gray color. The central Chinese characters are magenta,
consisting of equal red and blue, as shown by the enlarged
illustration on the right-top of Fig. 4. (5) The chromatic ab-
erration of magenta is smaller than the other mixing colors
due to the better proportion of RGB components. The
“SOOCHOW” (UNIVERSITY) are cyan (yellow), consisting
of green and blue (red and green), respectively. Both have
problems of RGB proportional imbalance and low bright-
ness. Although there has the space for further improve-
ment, the pattern is clear and distinguishable as a whole.
In practical applications, unlike the nanostructured

SCs, the proposed RGB SCs in planar configuration can

Fig. 4 Logo of Soochow University, with pixels composed of RGB a-Si:H SCs. The inset shows the microscopic pixel composition, the structure
details of the RGB a-Si:H SCs, and the RGB values of color maps mixed by the three primary colors
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be fabricated by the very mature commercial fabrication
processes [35]. At the bottom, there is a representative
a-Si:H solar cell with a p-i-n structure. Firstly, the n-type
amorphous silicon (n-a-Si:H) layer is deposited on a
TCO-coated substrate (glass or plastic) by PECVD, intrin-
sic amorphous silicon (i-a-Si:H), and p-type amorphous
silicon (p-a-Si:H) layers are followed by the same method.
Then, the top electrode is usually the TCO layer, which is
deposited by sputtering [36]. Next, the buffer layer is
deposited on the complete a-Si:H SC, followed by the
alternating layer of DBR using magnetron sputtering [37].

Eventually, RGB a-Si:H SCs is completed by depositing
the top dual-layer ARCs with magnetron sputtering. In
the preparation process, a variation of the thickness from
1 to 5% is possible. Therefore, in order to investigate the
effect of the variation of the thicknesses, we introduce a
random variation of the thickness (e.g., from − 5% to 5%)
for each layer. The simulation results show that the color
differences (ΔE) range from 1.9 to 11.2 for red, 1.3 to 15.7
for green, and 0.5 to 2.9 for blue. It is obvious that the
blue SCs have the best tolerance for the effect of the va-
riation of the thicknesses. Although the color differences

Fig. 5 a The evolutions of the RGB colors shown by the designed a-Si:H SCs with the incident angle. b The variations of the RGB positons in CIE
1931 coordinate with increasing the incident angle. c The logo patterns displayed by the a-Si:H SC under various incident angles (0°, 30°, 45°, and
60°). In c, the target logo and the logo by standard RGB are included for comparison
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for red (green) is up to 11.2 (15.7), the average values of
them are around 4.3 (8). Besides, we investigate the va-
riation of the thickness (e.g., − 5% and 5%) for each layer
on the Eff of SC, the corresponding Eff shows a small va-
riation at the range from − 0.1% to 0.4% for the RGB SCs.
Thus, we can regard that the efficiency of SC is robust
against the typical thicknesses deviation of the DBR and
ARCs in experiments.
Finally, we investigate the effect of the incident angle on

the designed colors. Figure 5a exhibits how the designed
RGB colors evolve with increasing the incident angle (θ).
Obviously, the blue and green SCs have better tolerations
against the inclined incidence, compared to the red one
whose color has been changed from red (θ = 0°) to green
(θ > 70°). For comparison, Fig. 5b shows the loci of the de-
signed RGB colors in the CIE 1931 chromaticity coordi-
nates with continuously increasing θ. According to the
CIE diagram, the saturation of all colors decreases with in-
creasing θ, especially under a large θ = 80°, where the
colors are very close to the E point (the lowest saturation
point). Figure 5c shows the logo of Soochow University
under different incident angles. The target logo is com-
posed of seven standard colors, and each color has the
most standard hue, saturation, and brightness. The stan-
dard RGB is composed of standard red, green, and blue
colors with other colors generated from their combina-
tions. Both are used for purpose of comparison. It is clear
that the logo is legible even under large incidence angles;
however, the pattern colors have been changed to some
degree with by increasing incident angle. This leaves room
for further optimization in the future.

Conclusions
In summary, we proposed the thin-film a-Si:H SCs for
electricity generation and display application simulta-
neously for the consideration of new-type BIPVs. The
basic RGB display is controlled by the DBRs and the sys-
tem performance of the color-controlled a-Si:H SC is opti-
mized by applying ARC and buffer layers. The advanced
thin-film optical strategies allow the a-Si:H SC to exhibit
the high-purity red, green, and blue colors, with the color
space comparable to that of sRGB. We further examine
the electrical performance based on the optoelectronic
model of color-controlled SCs, which show that the power
conversion efficiencies can be 4.88%, 5.58%, and 6.54% for
R, G, and B cells, respectively. The RGB cells are designed
to successfully display the logo of Soochow University,
which can be readily distinguished even under a very large
incidence angle. Compared to the nanostructured SCs, the
proposed a-Si:H SCs in planar configuration can be fabri-
cated by the very mature commercial fabrication pro-
cesses. Although only a-Si:H SCs are invested, such as the
color display principle and electrical evaluation system of
color-controlled SCs can be applied for other kinds of

SCs. Furthermore, such colored panel can be applied in
the modern building walls or roofs to display a pattern,
making the esthetic architecture.
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